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YouTube Music videos are fun to watch for a multitude of reasons, but if you ask us, we love watching them to inspire them in design. Then House Beautiful has rounded up a list of music videos that feature some of the best homes we've ever seen. Whether you're in castles, mansions or castles, our list has something for everyone,
including houses that have acted as a backdrop for Taylor Swift, Drake, the Jonas Brothers and Lana Del Rey. As the saying goes, there's no place like home —and we really wish that three clicks of a pair of bright, red shoes were the only thing stopping us from being transported to these music video houses right now. Announcement –
Continue Reading Below Taylor Swift, Blank Space There's a reason why Taylor Swift's music video for Blank Space has over 2.5 billion views: her visuals are wonderfully over the top and opulent in a way that fully fits Swift's captivating lyrics. This award-winning music video was filmed primarily at Oheka Castle, the second largest house
in the United States built for financier and philanthropist Otto Hermann Kahn, 1919's Gold Coast estate was designed by Delano &amp; amp; Aldrich with gardens for the Olmsted Brothers (Frederick Law Olmsted's sons of Central Park fame). Oheka is now a wedding and event site (and hotel) where celebrities like Kevin Jonas (who is
also on this list) have married. If we ever have a chance to visit Oheka, we promise not to throw the decoration into the fireplace, stab the perfectly painted portraits in ruins, and have a messy, ruinous mask-rupture in front of a marble mantle. WATCH THE VIDEO Drake, Toosie Slide Drake's own Toronto mansion takes center stage in his
video for Toosie Slide, and now we know why he kept singing just hold on, let's go home on one of his other hit songs - we'd hurry home too if ours looked like that. If you're looking for even more design inspiration related to Drake after watching this video, he and his mansion also appear on the cover of the May 2020 issue of AD. If you
need me, I'll be in my feelings* wishing this was my home. WATCH THE JONAS BROTHERS VIDEO, Sucker If you're making a surprise comeback years after the breakup of your successful band of brothers and not sure where to film your first music video, a 75,000-square-foot manor house that is over 400 years old should do the trick.
The Sucker music video begins with a shot of the extraordinary exterior of Hatfield House, a Jacobean estate on the outskirts of London. We think it's safe to say that this house is the main attraction of this Jonas Brothers music video. We would also like to parade around a historic English country house in a tulle ball gown with a de
corgis, à la Reina Elisabet II.SEE THE BAZZI VIDEO, I myself Could have heard the song of Bazzi Myself in several videos of Tik Tok in recent months, since it has gone viral two years after being released, but we would rather see the accompaniment accompaniment accompaniment video for their french-inspired furniture lots of shows
(and the elegant puppies that sit on these furniture), baroque mirrors and detailed moldings. As for the exterior of this home, it has timeless elements such as Corinthian columns, arched windows and a Mediterranean-style ceiling composed of clay tiles. In the words of Bazzi himself, *I think I'm losing my mind*... about this house and its
striking design. WATCH THE VIDEO Iggy Azalea, Started The Los Angeles mansion featured in Iggy Azalea's Started is quite a feat of architecture and interior design, with its wrought iron entrance and matching railing, intricate white crown moldings and damask wallpaper. Not to mention this *fantasy* house * comes with dreamy views
of lush landscapes that California is known for. And, like Iggy Azalea herself singing in this song, her house is so big, [she] sit on acres and acres, [she] has never seen [her] neighbors. We would like to be able to relate to this lyrics, but we will have to live vicariously through this video for now. WATCH THE VIDEO Lana Del Rey, Born to
Die The Castle of Fontainebleau, located in France, is probably the most spectacular house on this list given its cathedral-esque grandee, and Lana Del Rey's incorporation of living tigers, her signature flower crown, and an ornate throne-shaped chair really match her vision. This important Renaissance-style architectural work (a
UNESCO World Heritage Site) was home to many French monarchs, including Napoleon III, nephew of Napoleon Bonaparte. There is one thing we know for sure – we will have no summer sadness * * if this castle is in our sights. WATCH THE VIDEO This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and content similar to piano.io Advertising – Continue reading below each item on this page was curated by an ELLE Decor editor. We can earn commission on some of the items you decide to buy. Some of them may even be yours for a heavy
price. August 28, 2015 Of mansions and dances on the balconies of the hotel, these are the places that gave life to popular songs. And with the MTV Video Music Awards going up, we're taking a look at the places where these well-known videos were created, both old and new. 1 of 9 Taylor Swift, Blank Space - Oheka Castle Oheka
Castle is a 100,000-square-foot house in Huntington, New York, on the north coast of Long Island. It was built in the early 1900s as a holiday home for investment financier and philanthropist Otto Hermann Kahn. Today, the estate is a 32-room hotel and a popular wedding venue for celebrities. Several musicals, shows and films have
been filmed in the royal location. Above all, Taylor Swift's Blank Space took place within the castle walls, and is now nominated for best female video and best pop video at the VMAs. 2 out of 9 Not only does the house in this video look super relaxing and glamorous, it's also for You can float like Ed Sheeran for just $15 million, which,
compared to the original price of $26 million, isn't too bad for 9,500 square feet of marble and gold decoration. Don't is nominated for two VMAs, including best choreography. 3 of 9 Here's another music video home you can buy now, and this is a steal at $8.7 million. Britney Spears filmed her Work B**ch video in this white, contemporary
mansion accented with huge glass windows. The house is barely recognized in the dimly lit video, but if you turn on the melody and dim the lights at night, you might be able to channel your inner Brit. Although Work B**ch was not nominated for any VMAs last year, some vehemently claim it was rejected. 4 of 9 Nick Jonas, Chains —
Hotel Alexandria The Alexandria Hotel was built in the early 1900s as a luxury hotel in the then downtown Los Angeles. As the business district moved west, the hotel declined and eventually became low-income housing. Its historic ballroom has been preserved, however, and is a popular filming location due to a lack of occupants.
Chains, which was shot inside the hotel, is nominated for best male video. 5 of 9 This Miami home has been described as the final entertaining property and is currently on the market for $20 million. The Best Song Ever music video doesn't explore much of the house, so the boys band missed out on the opportunity to snine their stuff on a
private rooftop terrace with an infinity pool and waterfall, among other things. The Kardashians are among the other celebrities who have visited this Miami mansion (they shot their Christmas card here in 2012). Best Song Ever won best song of the summer at the 2013 VMAs. 6 of 9 Spice Girls, Wannabe — The Midland Grand Hotel This
five-star luxury hotel in St. Pancras, London was home to the hugely successful Wannabe video, filmed in 1996. Now known as St. Pancras Renaissance London Hotel, the original building opened in 1873 and has gone through several renovations. Despite some concerns that it would not be well received in the United States, Wannabe
won best dance video at the 1997 VMAs. 7 of 9 This incredibly secluded house outside Los Angeles was designed by the same architect responsible for The Kennedy Center and Pepperdine University. Set on a hilltop, it offers 360-degree views of the adjacent Nature Reserve. Other productions have been filmed at this house, including
Dream Girls and Mad Men, but Usher's hit video is probably the most recognizable. Burn was nominated in 2004 for best R&amp;amp;T video. B in the VMAs. 8 of 9 The lead singer of Florence + The Machine chose her own home to serve as the backdrop for the Ship to Wreck video. The colorful southern house of Full of period, she took
a darker turn for her starring role, but Welch let Vogue look around the modest pillow two years ago when she bought it, so there's proof of its cheerful décor. Ship to Wreck is nominated for best rock video. 9 of 9 Like Welch, Beyoncé filmed this video in one of their own homes. The five-story SoHo home barely appears, as most of the
video shows close-ups of Beyoncé and actor Michael Ealy. A few years after The Halo premiere, the house was available to rent for $100,000 per month - a small price to pay to establish where Queen Bey has slept. Although Halo was not nominated for any VMAs, Beyoncé was nominated in nine categories for Single Ladies the same
year. Celebrities Flock To These 12 Neighborhoods Advertisement – Continue Reading Below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar to piano.io piano.io
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